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The Higher Educator as “Intellocrat”:  
The Odyssey of Carleton Stanley
Barry Cahill
“I’ve always been rather proud that we had at least one
University president in Canada with genuine intellectual
ideals.”  –  Frank Underhill, 1945
The intellectual history of Canada in the twentieth century is
not peopled with university presidents.  While many made a mark
on their universities, few had an impact on higher education
generally and fewer still affected the world outside academe.
Probably there was only one such—Sir Robert Falconer—president
of the University of Toronto from 1907 to 1932 and an
authoritative public intellectual of the first rank.1  Few intellectuals
became university presidents or cared to do so.  In Canada,
university presidents were clergymen (as was Falconer), professors,
bureaucrats, academic deans, defeated politicians, British
expatriates, and retired generals.  Likewise, the historiography of
higher education in Canada is not overweighted with studies of the
university president.  Those that exist treat the university
presidency (or presidencies) biographically, as an episode in the
career of the university president concerned, or institutionally, as
an episode in the history of the university concerned. 
This article examines the ideas and influence of one uniquely
atypical Canadian university president during depression and war.
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Carleton Stanley (1886-1971), an early graduate of Falconer’s
Toronto—and a protégé of Falconer—served as president of
Dalhousie University from 1931 to 1945.  Part professor and
professional educator, part businessman, part journalist, and part
scholar, Stanley, throughout his career, was a public intellectual
distinguished (unlike Sir Robert) by his predilection for radical
criticism.
Carleton Stanley strove to be the Canadian Matthew Arnold,
and his critique of the Canadian experience was no less searching
than Arnold’s in Culture and Anarchy, which inspired it.2  Despite
his contemporaneous importance and controversialness, however,
Stanley as yet has no place in Canadian intellectual history.  He
does not figure in the writings of Berger, Ferguson, McKillop,
Owram, or Taylor,3 though his ideas and experience are grist to
their mill.  Of the “three wise men” of the fabled University of
Toronto graduating class of 1911 – Frank Underhill, Charles Norris
Cochrane, and Stanley – it is invariably Stanley who is left out of
consideration.  Unlike Cochrane, he did not publish a great work of
intellectual history;4 unlike Underhill, he did not survive a
campaign to remove him from his university on account of his
radical views.  Yet no less a figure than Arthur R.M. Lower (who
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knew him well) counted Stanley among those luminaries “having
had their say, and a good say, in the building of modern Canada.”5
To paraphrase Philip Massolin, Stanley was a Canadian intellectual
in the liberal tradition who, in the interwar years, rose to greet the
challenge of modernity.6  He scarcely deserves the oblivion to
which the odium academicum has consigned his memory. 
Despite striving to be the Canadian Matthew Arnold, Carleton
Stanley rather succeeded in becoming a latter-day Goldwin Smith.
No critic of his generation was closer to Smith in inspiration than
Stanley, whose undergraduate years at the University of Toronto
coincided with the last few years of Smith’s life.7  In his
convocation address in 1940, Stanley was to point to Smith as the
archetype of homo academicus.8 “Goldwin Smith,” he wrote, 
much derided for some of his opinions and
prognostications, is also...a landmark.  A humane man, he
was troubled not merely by European cruelties to non-
Europeans, but also by the miseries inflicted by British
capitalists on their factory workers.  In many ways he was
a “radical” and “anti-imperialist,” to use his own terms to
describe himself.  He abominated Joseph Chamberlain,
and deeply lamented the destruction of the Dutch
Republics in South Africa, and British bad faith in the
whole matter.9
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Like Smith, Stanley was a writer, journalist, and
controversialist.10  Like Smith, Stanley also held both a first-class
honours BA in literae humaniores and an MA from Oxford;
carried off a series of prizes in classics; and “planned to write some
seriously scholarly works,11 but this goal proved incompatible with
his intense interest in contemporary affairs.”  As Smith had used
his Oxford chair, so Stanley used his Dalhousie presidency to
engage in controversies over political and educational questions.
What Ramsay Cook says of Smith is equally true of Stanley:
“Although he was undoubtedly a stimulating and devoted lecturer
and tutor, he showed no interest in original research and published
nothing of scholarly merit...He was a man of letters, not a research
scholar.”  More importantly, Stanley was a free-trader and anti-
imperialist.12  He was also a “talented and acerbic political and
literary critic [who hurled] his jeremiads ” at a world that was
failing to liberalize.  Goldwin Smith’s example encouraged Stanley
to get involved in the municipal reform movement in Toronto.
Like Smith, Stanley promoted teacher education.  Like Smith, for
all of Stanley’s “breadth of knowledge and interest, [his] overriding
concern was the contemporary world.”
In his time Carleton Stanley was one of Canada’s most
prominent and progressive educationists.  An alumnus of both the
classics and the English and history honours courses at the
University of Toronto,13 Stanley went on to do a second BA at
Oxford, where he achieved a First in Greats14 and became the first
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Canadian to be offered a tutorial fellowship.15  While at Oxford he
began to write for the Manchester Guardian (the leading Liberal
daily), and, before leaving England, was hired as the newspaper’s
first Canadian correspondent.  He continued in this role during his
three years as lecturer in English at Victoria University in the
University of Toronto.  Having become engaged in 1914 to the
eldest daughter of William John Alexander, professor of English at
University College, Stanley abandoned academic life in 1916 and
went to work as a commercial traveller and sales agent for a
Toronto textile manufacturer.  Moving to Montreal to manage his
employer’s eastern Canadian sales, he settled in the Town of Mount
Royal and, in 1921, went into business for himself.  In 1925 he
returned to academe as associate professor of classics at McGill,
becoming, in 1930, assistant to Principal Sir Arthur Currie, and, in
1931, president of Dalhousie University.
A “new” liberal à la Leonard Trelawney Hobhouse,16 Stanley
was in search of a via media between socialism and capitalism.  He
was less a social democrat than a radical liberal who believed in
economic progress based on equality of opportunity and social
justice.  What interested Stanley about the liberal-democratic
imperialism of Lionel Curtis and the Round Table movement (in
which he became involved while at Oxford) was democracy and
liberalism, not imperial co-operation.17  Believing that the Empire
should benefit Canada rather than vice versa, Stanley was by no
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means a conventional imperialist.18  As a young teenager during the
South African War he had been kicked in the shins by schoolyard
bullies for refusing to condemn to death the Boer leader, Paul
Kruger.  Even then, young Stanley must have instinctively shared
Goldwin Smith’s anti-imperialism and opposition to Canadian
participation in the “Boer” War.19
As a critic, Stanley ranged widely over the entire field of
society and culture, both national and international, covering not
only literature—his primary academic and personal interest—but
also government and politics, economics, history, and philosophy.
It was at Dalhousie University in the 1930s that Stanley, galvanized
by the rise of European fascism, reached his zenith, and it was there
that his vision of the supremacy of the university president as the
teacher of teachers brought about his downfall, towards the end of
the Second World War.20  Radical professors were barely tolerated
by university boards.  Radical  presidents were not tolerated at all,
either by boards or by other university presidents.  For Stanley the
freedom, indeed the obligation, to pronounce on controversial
public issues affecting the world outside and beyond academe was
the very essence of academic freedom.21  Academic freedom was
an amalgam of the fundamental freedoms of thought and speech,
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and, more importantly, a necessary condition of the university’s
very existence.
Stanley’s advocacy of academic freedom was therefore far
from disinterested or impersonal and cannot be separated from his
internationalism and early and outspoken anti-fascism.  He was
among those “growing numbers of prominent Canadians” who,
according to Frank Abbott, “as the decade of the 1930s drew to a
close...began to equate the defence of academic freedom with the
defence of democracy itself.”22  For Stanley, the defence of
academic freedom was of a piece with the attack on European
fascism.  No Canadian university president spoke out against
fascism before Stanley and none supported so outspokenly the
Republican side in the Spanish Civil War.  His ultramontane view
of academic freedom as an absolute privilege, a sort of Kantian
categorical imperative, lent credence to the supposition that his
own dismissal in 1945 was a violation of it.  Stanley was always
ready and willing to make a last stand on academic freedom, which
for him was why the university was, and had to remain, “a bulwark
of freedom.”23  The Second World War thus became for Stanley a
life-and-death struggle for the survival of both the idea and the
reality of the university.  Suffice to say, such views were not shared
by other Canadian university presidents nor by the boards to whom
they—and he—were answerable.
Academic freedom was pre-eminently “free speech in the form
of comment on public events”—which, as Michiel Horn points out,
“could be dangerous”;24  for Stanley it was to prove fatal.  For him,
the university president was the supreme pedagogue, the teacher of
social justice.  The president of the university taught academe as a
whole and the community at large.  Stanley’s addresses to the
university at the beginning of each academic year and to a wider
public at convocation, not to mention his New Year’s messages in
the Halifax dailies, were state-of-the-world commentaries that
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attracted much attention and some controversy.25  Indeed it was his
perception of his role and responsibility as the public intellectual,
a proconsular idea man, that prompted Stanley, quite unlike his
socialistic friends Underhill and F.R. Scott, to steer well clear of
partisan politics.26  Stanley’s friends included not only the socialist
leader, James S. Woodsworth, and social democrats like Percy
Corbett,27 Francis Hankin, and Terence W.L. Macdermot,28 but also
tory-capitalists like Sir Edward Beatty29 and J.M. Macdonnell.30
Prior to leaving academic life in 1916, Stanley confined his
critical writing largely to history and literature.  His first major
essay in social criticism appeared in University Magazine in
February 1919.  “Self Catechism” was a sustained attack on
Canadian newspapers,31 municipal government, and universities.
Animadversions such as, “our national passion for mendacious and
complacent self eulogy with regard to all departments of our
government and many things not directly connected with
government,” were intended to attract attention—and they did.32
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Stanley added decisively to his reputation as a fearless critic in
January 1923 with a lacerating jeremiad, “Spiritual Conditions in
Canada,” which appeared in Hibbert Journal, a British quarterly
review of religion, theology, and philosophy.33  Despite its ironic
title, Stanley’s essay has nothing to do with spirituality in the usual
sense;  indeed, it suggests that the conditions for spirituality (by
which Stanley meant intellectual culture) did not exist in Canada.
Stanley’s lament for the national myth of progress was, in the first
instance, a ringing denunciation of the hypocrisy, materialism, and
capitalist bias of organized religion.  Nor were the universities
spared;  “university education in Canada has swiftly and silently
come to be the prerogative of the well-to-do.”  Universities, like
schools, churches, and the newspapers, were in thrall to the
business capitalists.  “Right down to our elementary schools,”
Stanley observed, “the very text-books of which are printed and
stamped by the octopus firm [Eaton’s], there is one lesson taught,
one gospel preached: ‘There is no God but money, and Canada with
its unparalleled natural resources is the most God-fearing country
in the world’.”34
Seventy-five years before the satirists of Double Exposure,
adopting the persona of Lucien Bouchard, reminded Canadians that
Canada is not a real country, Stanley was pointing out that
Canadians have no “really independent institutions of any kind.”35
In the area of national politics, Stanley’s endorsement of the
platform of the Progressive Party, which scored a notable success
in the federal election of 1921, was as close as he ever came to
political partisanship.  One of the most remarkable features of
“Spiritual Conditions in Canada” is that Stanley, despite the anti-
Catholicism imbibed through his strict Baptist upbringing, warmly
admired and appreciated les Québécois.36  Nevertheless, the
spectacle of a Torontonian—worse, a graduate of the University of
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Toronto—attacking Canada in a British periodical was offensive to
many who read it.37  Canadians did not want to be told that they
were vulgar, ignorant, and superficial—and, withal, complacent
about it;  or that Canada had no art, literature, or culture worthy of
the name.  The article, which received extensive coverage in the
Canadian press, caused a sensation, and Stanley became a pariah
overnight.  “The publication of my article in the January Hibbert
[1923],” Stanley wrote, 
was perhaps as instructive to myself as to any of my
readers.  I expected, as I received, a chorus of abuse from
newspapers, pulpits, and some university
dignitaries...[yet] not only have academic friends given
me kind words, and one or two newspapers, and several
preachers...but I have had hundreds of letters from all over
the country and from all sorts of people, most of whom
were quite unknown to me.  Not all of these were in entire
agreement with me, but while many thought the stipple
work in my picture too heavy, there were many who
thought it not dark enough.38
Together with his reply to his detractors,39 published under the
same title the following year,40 “Spiritual Conditions” established
Stanley’s credentials as an incisive commentator on Canadian
affairs.  Unlike most other Canadian critics of Canada, Stanley’s
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radicalism enabled him to make the transition from criticism to
hypercriticism in the 1920s, not the 1930s.  For Stanley the folly
and materialism of the 1920s was leading inexorably to economic
disaster in the next decade.  The 1920s, moreover, were not the
period of the formation of Canadian national consciousness41
because there was no “nation” around which a national
consciousness could coalesce.
Stanley resumed his critique in 1924 in an article published in
the Dalhousie Review, successor to the defunct University
Magazine.  In “The Cult of Mediocrity in Canada,”42 Stanley
argued that democracy in Canada meant the political rule of tariff-
protected millionaires alongside the cultural hegemony of the
working class.  The Canadian form of government was the worst
that democracy had to offer—a perversion of the ancient Greek
ideal.  “We, with the most artificial geography a State has ever had,
have drugged whole portions of our community into [an] economic
coma.”43  Stanley was a free-trader who viewed protectionism in
any form as the antithesis of sound economics;  rather than
fostering economic growth through international trade, it fostered
oligopolistic wealth-creation.  The rich got richer and the poor,
poorer.  The high protective tariff, which both the Conservative
Party and the Liberal Party (then in power) supported, had,
according to Stanley, “directly resulted in Americans owning a very
large share of our industries.”44  For him the possibility of Canadian
nationhood, from which a national consciousness might emerge,
was being undermined by the Canadian form of democratic
government—rule not by the people, but by an unrepresentative
and irresponsibly partisan parliamentary dictatorship.  “The student
of history and politics,” Stanley concluded, “is obliged to think it
an odd thing that we should give the title democracy to our
Canadian system.”45
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In January 1929 Stanley became a regular contributor to the
quarterly Dalhousie Review.  His eight features (“Topics of the
Day”) consisted of journalistic vignettes and op-ed pieces covering
a range of subjects so broad as to show him at his critical and
didactic best.  By December 1930, however, Stanley’s heavy
administrative responsibilities as assistant to the absent principal of
McGill, in addition to his regular teaching duties as professor of
Greek, compelled him to abandon journalism.  Coincidentally,
Dalhousie University at the time was searching for a new president.
Approached in the spring of 1931, Stanley declined to be
considered for the post;  approached again, he reluctantly changed
his mind and accepted the offer.46
The presidency of Dalhousie was a challenge that appealed to
Stanley because he believed that the university, despite being a
private institution, could be to Atlantic Canada what the University
of Toronto was to Ontario—the regional university.47  His
inauguration, in October 1931, was a great public spectacle, at
which even the prime minister, R.B. Bennett—a member of
Dalhousie’s board—spoke by radiotelephone from Ottawa.  In his
inaugural address, Stanley set the tone for his presidency by issuing
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a solemn warning against “the besetting sin of academies and the
academic mind, namely a dogmatic and prejudiced conservatism.”48
Stanley’s opinion was “that economic and social changes have
followed one another so swiftly in this country that we have not
adapted our institutions to them.”49  His solution was to
“rehumanize” economic and social institutions by rehabilitating the
universities and re-educating them in their responsibility to the
community.  It was the very inversion of ivory-towerism.  The
central idea of Stanley’s liberal intellectualism was that humanistic
learning, which comprehended and integrated “arts” and “science,”
lay at the heart of human progress.  Stanley was not an early
Victorian liberal for whom the balance of the humanities and the
sciences had somehow to be preserved against the advancement of
learning, but a Platonist for whom the whole of knowledge was a
dynamic unity. 
Just how unconventional a university president Stanley was
going to be was evident from his address to Dalhousie’s freshman
class in September 1931.  “Frankly,” he remarked, “I should wish
to talk to you of other things; of some of the new books, for
example, or politics, or the Gold Standard.”  And,
characteristically, he did not refrain from doing so.
The world has fallen on evil days, and I cannot
conscientiously omit to mention that.  You must all know,
if you know anything, that tens of thousands of your
fellow-citizens in Canada are this very morning on the
brink—I was going to say “on the brink of star-
vation”—but let me put it this way: on the very precipice-
edge of losing their self-respect, on the very thin edge
which separates hope and despair.  For all of us that is a
terrible state of affairs.50
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In Canada in 1931 such statements were not made by
university presidents to an audience of first-year students.  “Nor did
it make it easier for me to stir the air of the place,” Stanley recalled
some years later, “when I was told that none of my predecessors
had ever been in the habit of addressing the university.”  For
Stanley the university president was not merely the chief executive
officer but also, and perhaps more importantly, the presiding
teacher.  The professors taught the students; the president taught
both.
I was not trying to make a great noise, myself, but it did
seem to me necessary to speak to the heart and mind of
every one in the audience, to remember that some of them
had just entered the Bell jar, and that all of them would
sooner or later be outside it, and forced to speculate on
Manchuria,51 and unemployment, and class war within the
state as well as international upheavals, to say nothing of
revolution in ethics and science.52 
Like Periclean Athens, Halifax finally had its Socrates and he
wasted no time endeavouring to subvert the youth while
confounding their parents.  In November 1931, responding to the
toast to Canada at a North British Society banquet in Halifax,
Stanley deplored the harsh prison sentences recently meted out to
the Toronto Communists.53  In October 1932, having gained a
suitable venue in the shape of the new university gymnasium,
Stanley made permanent his “self-imposed custom” of addressing
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a general assembly of faculty and students at the opening of each
academic year.54 
By 1933 Stanley was adjudging the worst of the “worldwide
economic, social and political maladjustments” to be German
fascism.  He had read Hitler’s Mein Kampf (in the original) “and
knew the poison in it.”55  Though neither appeaser nor warmonger,
Stanley was a multilateral disarmer rather than a pacifist.  As late
as 1936 his anti-war message on Peace Day was the more profound
for being subtle.  He did not oppose war so much as those who
advocated it;  he did not oppose rearmament so much as the private,
for-profit manufacture of and traffic in munitions.56  Until war
finally came and well beyond, he continued to believe that fascism
could have been defeated without war if it had been resolutely
opposed from the start.  Addressing the university in October 1933,
a few months after Hitler had become dictator of Germany, Stanley
stated,
I think I should be doing much less than my duty if I did
not pause to invite you all, this morning, older and
younger, to reflect on the terrible catastrophe that has
overtaken academic life in Germany...[A]s a learned
society I believe we should realise, and be warned, that
what has happened in Germany is a threat and a potent
menace to intellectual freedom everywhere.57
Stanley was referring particularly to the new German policy of
transforming the universities into purely Nazi institutions.  “I spoke
so emphatically, just five years ago,” Stanley recalled in 1938,
“because I had heard a man say in Halifax, ‘what the labouring
classes in this country ought to have is a Hitler’: and because there
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were newspapers in this country who were condoning Hitler and
Mussolini, and in the same selfish, money-bag spirit.”58 
Stanley’s intensifying opposition to fascism prompted him to
articulate more clearly his idea of the university.  Addressing
convocation in the spring of 1935, he observed, “A university
graduate who is interested neither in the affairs of his own
community nor in the great world has not justified himself.  Instead
he has been a costly mistake.”59  The burden of responsibility
falling on university graduates was all the greater because freedom
was a fundamental condition of the university’s existence.
The question of questions today is whether tyranny and
despotism are going to spread and engulf the world, or
whether liberty will find, here and there, a citadel...If there
be no freedom, there cannot really be universities, so for
their self-preservation, the universities must stand for
freedom.60
 
That same month, giving the address at the encaenia
(convocation) of the University of King’s College, Stanley
deplored “the irrationality, the incurable stupidity of the human
species,” which had led to the assault on freedom now threatening
both the university and the world.61  Man’s unreason was
particularly evident in economic mismanagement, and the latter in
protectionism:
As for international trade, I myself have seen, over and
over again, the bankruptcy and ruin of those who tried to
conduct it.  I have myself seen the price of a commodity
imported into this country increased fourfold by stupid
tariff regulations.  I have seen goods rotting in a customs
warehouse, which no one in this country manufactured,
and which a dozen trades in this country were clamouring
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to have.  The prohibition of these imports was of course
tantamount to the prohibition of our exports.  This
country, historically, economically, is designed for foreign
trade.  By our own human action we have done nearly
everything to stifle foreign trade.62
By autumn 1935, Stanley, half in fun, whole in earnest, was
exhorting the students to be something more than mere cultural
revolutionaries: 
I hear many of my coevals saying with alarm and dismay
that youth today is revolutionary.  I am not alarmed nor
dismayed on that score.  I should be if I thought that
young men and young women were not revolutionary.
My young friends, you should be.  There is no other hope
for the world.  There are many things always to revolt and
rebel against.  Somewhere or other stupidity is always
enthroned.  Somewhere or other there is [sic] always
wrongs to right.  Somewhere or other there is going to be
a wholesale revolt on the part of the youth in North
America against what is offered them, by selfish,
commercial interests, in the name of amusement and
entertainment.  Suppose you began a revolt here and
now...Men and women who will accept the false for the
true in music, will listen to those who advise that slavery
be accepted in order that freedom may follow; they will
listen to promises of twenty-five dollars a month for
nothing except a vote.  And so, I say, revolt and rebel.63
University graduates were to be the vanguard of world
revolution because they were citizens of the world.  Addressing the
National Association of State Universities in Washington, DC, in
November 1935, in his capacity as president of the National
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Conference of Canadian Universities,64 Stanley developed this
theme of the university as world state: 
We can remind ourselves in the beginning that the
subject-matter with which we deal in the universities is
international...Homer, Benedetto Croce, Archimedes,
Einstein—none of these is a national figure.  They are
citizens of the world.  But does it follow that the students
of this raceless, timeless material are automatically
becoming citizens of the world?65
Yet the universities would not be in a position to lay the
intellectual foundations of internationalism until they themselves
practised cultivating an international outlook.  “We [in Canada]
have become painfully aware that if we are to produce scholars and
critics with the international outlook, the universities themselves
will have to be considerably changed.”66
Stanley endeavoured to show the community how a university
could be a school for world citizenship and the university president
a teacher of it.  “More than once,” he reminded convocation in
1936,
in speaking to the University from this platform, in the
past three years, I have deemed it my plain duty to call
attention to the relation between learning and liberty, and
to warn my hearers that what is going on in Italy and
Germany should be an awful example to us.  More than
ever to-day it is my duty to call attention to these things,
for the monstrous assault on civilization has continued;
liberties not only in these two countries but in other
countries have been contracted, and, so far as I know, few
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newspaper editors in Canada, no public men except one,67
have lifted up their voices either in protest or in warning.68
In his sessional address the following October, Stanley made
no bones about the moral turpitude of the Canadian government,
appeasers avant la lettre:
A good question perhaps for a Canadian to begin with is
why, when the Canadian member of the League of
Nations committee69 in Geneva last November [1935]
suggested that oil and gasoline be included in the embargo
of over fifty nations against Italy, the Canadian
government disowned him.  Why did the Canadian
government take the lead in permitting the export to Italy
of the one commodity an embargo on which could have
stopped the war against Abyssinia [Ethiopia]?70
For Stanley, academic freedom was the assertion of that
fundamental freedom that enabled universities to exist.  He well
understood that academic freedom was the reason why universities
were among the first casualties of German fascism.  Moreover, he
practised what he preached.  Thanks to Stanley, Dalhousie not only
acted against fascism but also was the first to do so—while other
Canadian university administrations were still obsessed with the
“Bolshevik menace.”  The first “exile from Hitlerland” was Lothar
Richter, who arrived in 1934 as Dalhousie’s first professor of
German and in 1937 became first director of Dalhousie’s new
Institute of Public Affairs.  The second was Martin Silberberg
(pathology), who also arrived in 1934 and remained until 1936.
Addressing convocation in May 1936, Stanley proudly observed,
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Dalhousie has done something.  It contributed to Lord
Rutherford’s fund for the relief of exiles as soon as that
fund was opened.  It has extended hospitality to exiles.  It
has refused like Oxford and Cambridge to participate in
the celebrations of the University of Heidelberg.  It has
refused to have anything to do with the sending of athletes
to [the Olympic] games in Germany.71
Stanley’s opposition to fascism intensified greatly during, and
because of, the Spanish civil war, from the outbreak of which in
1936 he was an outspoken supporter of the democratic republican
government.  When the Marxist Dr. Norman Bethune, whom
Stanley had probably known in Montreal, spoke at Dalhousie in
September 1937 about the work of the Canadian Blood Transfusion
Corps, Stanley presided at the meeting and introduced the
speaker.72  It is not known whether Stanley was a member of the
Canadian Committee to Aid Spanish Democracy, but his criticism
of Britain’s failure to oppose fascist intervention in Spain irritated
the conservative establishment in Halifax.73
Unsurprisingly, Stanley’s critique of fascism reached a
crescendo in the autumn of 1938, when war threatened and Neville
Chamberlain claimed to have achieved “peace in our time” by
sacrificing Czechoslovakia to Hitler.  Addressing the university in
October, Stanley used very strong language while urging Dalhousie
students to be leaders in the fight for freedom and tolerance:
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So freedom is one, and uniform.  The enemies of freedom
are multiform.  The enemies of freedom are not only those
sadistic monsters who gloat over torturing human flesh.
They are all those respectable, proper, conventional, ease-
loving, tuft-hunting, must-be-in-the-swim people who will
not listen to a distant call for help, if that call be
inconvenient;  who are nervous about expressing an
opinion, or damning folly and injustice, until the “right
people” have so expressed themselves;  who want to serve
God and Mammon at one and the same time;  who have
no real love and no undying hate.74
Nor did Stanley lose sight of the threat to academic freedom
posed by the failure to resist fascist tendencies in liberal
democracies.  Debating the subject of academic freedom in Canada
on the CBC’s National Forum in December 1938, he again alluded
to his prophetic utterances of October 1933.75  The war on the
universities that had commenced in Germany in 1933 was
accelerating in Canada in the shape of assaults on academic
freedom.76  “It is not wise,” Stanley told convocation in May 1939,
“to miss what is happening to the universities in Canada.  Anyone
who fails to see the dangers and threats to the existence of
universities in Canada is indeed blind, blind in both eyes, blind in
mind and heart.”77
Stanley conceived the role of the university in fighting fascism
as symbol and metaphor of a wider moral and intellectual struggle.
“Here in the University,” he stated in his sessional address in
October 1939, shortly after war was declared,
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we wage war, an endless, unremitting war...We wage war
against intolerance, bigotry, cruelty, superstition—that
you will readily understand.  We wage war against
injustice and methods of violence—that, too, you will
easily understand.  But we also fight relentlessly against
many, many things which in some quarters are considered
virtuous and respectable, and quite the proper thing...
In the first place we actually hate and wish to
exterminate a comfortable majority of mankind—those
who find it distasteful to think.  Then again, though we are
traditionalists in a certain sense, we despise convention
and those who blindly observe the proprieties, and who
wait to see what the majority are saying.  We hate
blunders and incompetence just as fervently as we hate a
crime.78
As the tide of war crested and turned, Stanley came to view the
struggle against fascism abroad as equally one for the survival of
the university at home.79  His report to the board of governors for
1941-42 described the tendency, accelerated since 1939, to change
fundamentally the work of the university, a tendency that could
destroy universities in the modern world.  Stanley pointed out that
Hitler’s first action was to destroy liberal education from the
ground up.  He wondered whether Canadian universities, in their
war on Hitler in Europe, were at the same time going to fight his
battle for him in Canada.80
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Stanley entitled the last of his sessional addresses, in October
1944, “Life and Education.”  By the time it was delivered, the
governors’ campaign to remove him was rapidly gaining
momentum;  less than four months later, he was fired.  In his
swansong, Stanley reprised a familiar theme, one that had
overshadowed his presidency:
It became plain in 1933 that education and life were
perishing in Germany, not because ignorant murderers had
armed power, but because learning had folded its hands,
murmuring:
“Creep into thy narrow bed,
 Creep, and let no more be said!”81
At that time also it was plain to any educated man, that
such an attitude could not be confined to Germany, and
that everything worth living for was threatened, at least,
in all parts of the world.82
Moreover, the threat to the survival of the university in post-
war Canada persisted despite the looming defeat of fascism abroad.
Just as the failure to act against international fascism early and
decisively enough had led to tyranny and war, so the neglect and
abuse of academic freedom had eviscerated higher education and
compromised the integrity of the university.83  For Stanley,
violations of academic freedom before and during the war
foreshadowed the betrayal of humanism after it.84  The relationship
between learning and liberty had been fatally undermined.  A full
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generation before Northrop Frye—who, at the beginning of his
career, held the same lectureship in English at Victoria College as
Stanley had held at the beginning of his—Carleton Stanley
articulated the liberal humanist vision of culture as freedom.85
Stanley shot his last bolt in the 1945 Dalhousie yearbook,
where, ten years after his clarion call of 1935, he revisited the
theme of revolution:
Now, the period since 1930, is a great revolutionary era in
the history of man.  It was an ancient saying that
“revolution begins in hunger.”  All the economic
historians agree in calling the period, 1840-1850, “The
Terrible” Forties.  Ireland, at that time, was not hungrier
than Poland, Italy, or Spain.  Yet with all the scientific
knowledge at their disposal, the rulers of the world, in the
1930s, were unable to prevent destitution and starvation
over much larger areas than the area which suffered in the
1840s.
We may be sure that Dalhousie will not find itself
outside the vortex of this revolution....Your class, I
venture to remind you, will not have done its full duty to
Dalhousie merely by successfully performing your tasks
here, and graduating.  For years you have heard what
Dalhousie stands for.  It is still your responsibility to see
to it in the future that this great university is not whirled
about like a leaf, losing its tradition, and its soul.86
Its tradition was toleration and its soul freedom.  Both had
been compromised by the dismissal of the president four months
earlier.  For Dalhousie as an institution of higher learning, the year
1945 was indeed a year of revolution.  Its president had sacrificed
himself for the sake of the principle that the free university had
right and reason to exist.  “Until educated men of integrity,”
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Stanley wrote Underhill, “are willing to go to jail, & suffer
everything, there is no hope for this country.”87  Underhill had
survived a determined assault on his academic freedom thanks to
the principles for which Stanley had had to suffer martyrdom.  If
Frank Underhill was “the conscience of the university world”88
after the war, then before and during and at the end of it, that
conscience had been Carleton Stanley.
Stanley’s efforts in the hungry and dirty 1930s to politicize
Dalhousie students proved fruitless.89  Yet despite the fact that
Stanley himself was decidedly a political radical, it was not his
social liberalism but his faith in the superiority of the “Western
Tradition” that drove his critique of how far Anglo-Saxon
civilization, especially the Canadian variety, had diverged and
deviated from the Greek ideal.  Stanley never resolved the inherent
contradictions between his liberalism and his intellectual elitism;
between rule by the hoi polloi and rule by the best.  In the end,
Plato’s republic—which in any case was not a democracy—was too
good an idea to be true.
